Assisted Living Experience
Tamarisk Assisted Living Residence
3 Shalom Drive - Warwick, RI 02886

Saint Antoine Residence
10 Rhodes Avenue - North Smithfield, RI 02896
Saint Antoine Residence, established in 1913, is a 260
260-bed
skilled nursing facility located in North Smithfield, RI; it is
the largest facility of its kind in the state. Saint Antoine
provides long term care, short term
rm rehabilitation,
Alzheimer’s/Dementia
ementia care, and a Hospice Suite for end
end-oflife care.

Tamarisk Residence is a place that provides safety, security and
support services so that residences may live with maximum
independence, dignity and choice. Tamarisk offers opportunities to
celebrate what residences cherish most, LIFE! While Jewish
customs and traditions are celebrated, respected and honored –
seniors of all faiths are welcome at the Residence.
SyNet was brought in to help support Tamarisk’s technology plans.
SyNet was entrusted to install everything from a wireless system,
to nurse call stations, to their surveillance system.

SyNet was contracted to establish Saint Antoine’s
infrastructure cabling. Due to the historical attributes and
the nature of the space limitations – installation was
complicated. In order to preserve
erve the aesthetic integrity,
integration needed to be hidden inside the wall cavities. In
addition to the infrastructure cabling aspect, SyNet also
deployed a wireless Local Area Network (LAN) throughout
the campus facility.

The Woonsocket Housing Authority
679 Social Street – Woonsocket, RI 0289
02895

Laurelmead Cooperative, Inc.

The Woonsocket Housing Authority (WHA) was established to
provide quality, safe and affordable housing opportunities for
individuals and families. The WHA has both traditional and
handicapped accessible housing units.

355 Blackstone Boulevard – Providence, RI 02906

g system for WHA.
SyNet provided a 24-hour exterior monitoring
This surveillance system provides talk-back
back features; and a
direction connection for police and fire departments.

Opened in 1994, the Laurelmead community is located on 23
acres of Providence’s historic East Side. The Cooperative is
part of the Butler Hospital Campus, which was designed by
Fredrick Law Olmstead in the 1800’s; it includes wooded areas,
walking paths, water views and gardens. Laurelmead offers
independent living in a rural setting – with easy access to all that
Providence, and New England, has to showcase.
SyNet provided for the installation upgrades of and continues to
maintain the surveillance system for the Laurelmead campus.
Over
ver the years of servicing, SyNet has migrated the campus
from a traditional black and white system to a full color solution -all the while adhering to a pre-established
established budget and observing
minimal down-time.
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